
The Ascienzo Family Foundation 
2015 Basic Grant Application Form 

 
Use this form to submit an unsolicited grant proposal for an amount less than (or equal to) $5,000. 

Please mail all requested information postmarked by November 1.  
        

 
Name and Title of Applicant: Jessica Neilson 
 
 
GRANTEE INFORMATION 
 
Name of Non-Profit Organization: Inland Temporary Homes 
 
Street/Mailing Address: PO Box 239 
 
City: Loma Linda          State: CA       Zip Code: 92354                
 
Telephone Number: 909.796.6381          E-mail: jeff@ithomes.org                                                               
 
Website: www.ithomes.org                                                                                                                                                       
 
Amount of Request: $5,000 
 
 
GRANT PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION 
 
On an attached sheet, please describe the grant proposal in 1,000 words or less including: 
  
 (a) The intended goal(s) and planned timeline for the proposed program or project; 
 
 (b) The budget for the proposal, including a description of the total expenses and what other  
       sources of funding are available and/or are being applied for; 
 
 (c) Describe how the success of the proposed program or project will be evaluated and what its     
       ongoing benefits will be; and 
 
 (d) Describe your organization’s work and provide a link to such information on the 
       organization’s website. 

 
CERTIFICATION 
 
I certify that all the information contained in this proposal is valid and correct.  The organization’s 
IRS tax-determination letter (proof of their 501(c)(3) charitable status) is attached. 
 
 
Signature: _____________________________________  Date: Revised 11/18/15 
 
Printed Name with Title: Jessica Neilson, Ambassador 

 
 
Postmark by November 1 to: The Ascienzo Family Foundation, 60 Penstock Lane, Lake Katrine, NY 12449  
 



Inland Temporary Homes (ITH) is a local non-profit organization whose mission is to break the 
cycle of family homelessness in the Inland Empire of California by providing housing, case 
management and other supportive services to families who have no place to live. 

 
Starting out as a single house used as a temporary shelter for homeless families, ITH has expanded 
over the last 25 years into one of San Bernardino County’s only rapid re-housing programs. ITH is 
primarily funded through the Federal Government’s Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD). They also receive funding from various local agencies, foundations and 
individual donors.  
 
In qualifying for assistance from ITH, families with children are immediately placed into a home 
in San Bernardino County. ITH regularly reviews each individual family to determine their 
progress within the program and whether further support is needed. ITH follows a “housing first” 
model, which believes that, first and foremost, having a safe and reliable place to call home will 
create the stability needed for these families to turn their lives around for the better. Once housed, 
families benefit from the following services: 
 

• Case Management – Case Management is weekly during the first 0-3 months of assistance 
(short term); for those requiring additional/longer assistance, case management is provided 
once per month until subsidy has ended. All families are assessed monthly for independent 
living ability. These one-on-one sessions focus on goal setting, time management, 
budgeting, employment options, and housing stability, while systematically decreasing 
over time.  

• Mental Health Services – Most families who enter the Infinite Horizons Rapid Re-Housing 
Program have experienced negative events in their lives and are coping with situational 
and/or chronic mental health issues. Therefore, ITH employs a Licensed Mental Health 
Clinician (LMHC) on-site to assist families in coping with life circumstances. The LMHC 
coordinates with Mental Health Interns, plans, organizes, coordinates treatment services, 
oversees counseling and also conducts individual and family counseling. ITH currently 
offers mental health counseling to all adults and children within its program.  

• Life Skills – ITH provides assistance in the areas of budgeting, time management, 
parenting and goal-setting 

• Housing Navigation – ITH employs a Housing Navigator to help locate, secure, and 
navigate the rental market for families. The Housing Navigator assists with housing search, 
negotiating with landlords, unit inspection, contracts, advocating for families and any other 
housing requirements that may be needed 

 
Aside from the supportive services that ITH has to offer, the program provides materials for 
families who may have little to no belongings. In California, most apartments do not come 
equipped with large appliances, in particular, refrigerators. Many families do not own refrigerators 
and must wait for assistance in finding a resource, donor, and/or savings of personal funds to 
provide them with one upon move-in. Refrigerators and large appliances are expensive and 
difficult to deliver, so families are often without these items for the first few weeks in their new 
home. When this happens, families’ food spoils and/or they end up going out to eat, which is not 
financially feasible. This lack of a staple and necessary appliance may also take away from the 
feelings of stability and consistency that these families desperately long for. 
 
I am proposing a grant of $5,000 in 2016 so that Inland Temporary Homes may be able to 
immediately supply their new families first with a refrigerator, other large appliances they may 
need, and delivery costs. This is a unique need and one that would tremendously help the families 
of ITH.  



 
The funds will be used for each new family that is in need of a refrigerator/appliance and will be 
utilized starting with the first new family in 2016 until the funds have been depleted. ITH has a 
relationship with two local refurbished appliance companies and can obtain refrigerators for $150-
$200 plus a small delivery fee. Stoves are $150-$250 and washer/dryers range from $220-$300. 
With the generosity of the Ascienzo Family Foundation, Inland Temporary Homes will be in a 
position to effectively assist families in a very large way. 

In response to your recent inquiries, I’ve teamed with ITH in an attempt to answer them as 
completely as possible. 
 

1.       How the quality of the refrigerators will be determined? 
Inland Temporary Homes has built relationships with Lucky Buy Appliances (LBA) and 
Universal Appliances (UA).  In the process of building relationships with these businesses, an 
ITH intern visited both sites to verify the quality of appliances sold.  He was satisfied that both 
were up to standards.  Both businesses also offer a 90-day warranty on all items sold.  Any 
family that receives funding for refrigerators will have the opportunity to visit Lucky Buy 
Appliances and Universal Appliances to inspect and choose which refrigerator they want. 

2.       If refrigerator distribution is available for all ITH clients?  
The goal is to provide a refrigerator to all families that are in need of one. As some families 
come in with a refrigerator already in their possession. If ITH is granted funding from the 
Ascienzo Family Foundation, part of the funds will be used for delivery costs.  All ITH families 
who receive funds for refrigerators and appliances, will also receive funds for delivery fees. 

• Lucky Buy Appliances will deliver appliances within 15 miles of Inland Temporary 
Homes for a delivery fee of $10.00.  If the family lives over 15 miles away from ITH, 
LBA will deliver appliances for a delivery fee of $25.00   

•  Universal Appliances will deliver appliances within 30 miles of Inland Temporary 
Homes for $20.00.   

3.       If ITH has other funders for materials -- how great of a funding need is this within 
ITH’s budget? What percentage of funds go towards materials for ITH families?  

Inland Temporary Homes receives a small in-kind grant from Deseret Industries, where ITH 
families can go to their thrift store and receive items such as; beds, clothes, furniture, and other 
household items.  

We also have a relationship with Re:Live Thrift, where ITH families can go to their thrift store 
and redeem vouchers for items such as; clothes, furniture, and other household items. 

Outside of the two above partnerships, ITH does NOT receive any other financial assistance for 
household necessities, furniture, materials, etc… Without refrigerators available, some families 
feel they are still in crisis because they can’t provide for their family.  Once families have 
refrigerators and other household items, they begin focusing on other goals that will ensure self-
sufficiency.  

 



Roughly 91% of ITH’s budget is allocated to providing housing and supportive services for the 
families we serve. Here is a quick and approximate breakdown of percentages:  

• 46% is spent on housing (security deposits, subsidized rent, etc…) 
• 45% is spent on supportive services (mental health, case management, outreach and 

engagement, etc…) 
• 9% is spent on overhead/operations/admin 

 4.       Are these temporary refrigerators for temporary homes? Can the refrigerators go 
with families if they transition into different housing? 

Even though our name is Inland Temporary Homes, we operate a Rapid Re-housing program 
which is a permanent housing model.  ITH helps locate housing options and the family signs a 1 
year lease with a landlord of their choosing. Inland Temporary Homes provides the security 
deposit and temporary rental assistance until the family is self-sufficient.  Once temporary rental 
assistance has ended, the family remains in housing until they choose to leave.  The refrigerator 
will stay with the family and if the family chooses to move, the refrigerator will go with them. It 
is theirs to keep.  

The goal of ITH is to help families reach a state of self-sufficiency, wherein they are able to 
support themselves. Not only will these funds help provide a fundamental piece of the family’s 
home, but they will be a source of hope and stability that will ultimately help the families of ITH 
achieve this goal.  
 
Inland Temporary Homes: “Keeping families together” 

 
 


